
Minutes  

 

Faculty Librarians Meeting  

 

Wednesday, 7/15/2020, 9:00am 

 

Present: Arenthia Herren, Tim Bishop, Catherine Carney, Jane Charles, Frank Dowd, Jerry 

Franz, Karen Kalisz, Bill Shuluk, Tony Valenti 

 

ReConnecT Task Force Update 

 

-Phase 3 is tentatively scheduled to begin on 8/10/2020 when campus will be open 5 days 

per week and return to a normal schedule 

 

Purchases 

-Digital anatomy model and LibCal to schedule study rooms using CARES Act funds 

 

Online RI   

-Designate professor as a cohost in Canvas 

-Designate a back-up librarian on rotation 

-Send auto-generated link to Tim for scheduling in calendar 

-Annotate title with asterisk; enter user ID and password in the notes field  

-Tell students they’re being recorded if they want to turn off the video 

-Arenthia used Cloud recording for her RI for Dale Hoover’s class 

 

Scheduling 

-Don’t schedule librarians who work on campus 8am-4pm for a 4pm-6pm AAL shift  

-Share proposed on campus schedules with Dr. Hodges 

-Intersession is relatively long: Should we staff AAL during intersession?  

 

Reserves 

-Students won’t have access to reserve materials because of sanitation limitations   

 

QEP & Information Literacy  

-Librarians will research what other libraries have implemented for QEPs focused on IL 

and faculty PD / training 

-Consider giving certifications to faculty who complete IL training 

-Determine content for modality training  

-Work with Dr. Hodges to develop framework 

-Consider assessments needed for QEP  

 

FALSC update 

- Loss of state funding 

- Moving out of University of West Florida 



- Looking for a replacement institution -- not necessarily a university or college 

- May cease to exist; don’t make plans that involve FALSC support 

- Carry over funding will take FALSC into August 2020 

- We will know more in January 2021 

- Dr. DeLuca has discussed concerns regarding the loss of FALSC with the SUS chancellor  

- We must determine how to provide what FALSC provides, including authentication for 

students, DB cost savings, Aleph set up, ILL, etc.  

- SWFLN is not getting any more funding, either 

 

Technical Services Librarian 

-Not having a technical services librarian is problematic 

-We could create a staff librarian position 

-We would need an additional line for new position 

    

 

Minutes recorded by Jane Charles 

 

 


